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In the United Kingdom, where we live, we
have 4 different types of weather each year.
These are called the seasons - spring,
summer, autumn and winter.

Yesterday, we learnt about the 4 seasons that
we have in the United Kingdom. Can you
remember the name of each season?

Some animals, like the hedgehog, go into a big,
deep sleep during the winter (when it is cold)
and only wake up when the weather gets
warmer.

Today, shall we do an art and craft activity?
How about making some triangle pictures with
the help of a grown-up?

Well, did you work out which was my
favourite animal from the story?

Watch this clip, from the BBC, to learn more
about the seasons.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkvv4wx
/articles/zcx3gk7

Can you remember the story that we watched
before Christmas?

It has lots of spines or spikes on its back.
It can roll itself into a ball.
It is one of the animals on the cover of the
book.

My favourite animal from the story, One
Snowy Night, is the hedgehog? Watch this clip
to find out how the changing seasons affect
hedgehogs in the United Kingdom.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0119pfv

In which season do you think our story this
week takes place?

Can you remember the clues I gave you?
Here are some ideas - a bat, a cat, a shark
and, of course, a hedgehog!

https://www.literacyshed.com/bearandhare.html
#
That was about another animal that normally
sleeps during the winter? Which animal was it?

Did you get it right? Yes, it was the
hedgehog!

Do you think that story, like our story this week,
was all about friendship and being kind to each
other?

Here is a ‘spot the hedgehog’ game. There
are 1, 2 or even 3 hedgehogs hidden in
every picture and you have to find them!
You will definitely need the help of an adult
and will have to look very carefully but it is
really great when you find them!
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/quizzes/bphedgehogs

To find out how to make these pictures using
just triangle shapes, watch here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ES5pvZ6C
ZZ0.
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